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The city is a system of activities 
1. Nested within a larger metropolitan system
2. The city draws from & serves the hinterland – surrounding smaller places
3. Parts of a city serve other parts of a city
4. That generates rhythms of movement among parts of a city by:

Hour of day
Day of week
Month of year

REFLECTING 
Daily commute
Schooling
Routine shopping
Recreation 
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Some relevant modern papers:

Johnson & Bowers (2008) fluid hotspots 

Bowers, K. (2014) crime radiators

Malleson & Andresen (2015) ambient population

Felson Boivin (2015) daily crime flows
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ORIGINS:

Activities & 
movements reflect 
basic urban 
location theory, 
including the 
system of cities, 
towns & villages
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Different 
places have 
different 
pulls
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Business flows, 
Salzburg
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Business flows 
between Seattle 
and surrounding 
towns 



Look back to Burgess (1925) –
Mobility triangles

Offender lives in one census tract, but 
Victim might live in another census tract, while

Incident might occur in a third census tract

Burgess, E. W. (1925). The growth of the city. In R. Park, E. Burgess, & R. 
McKenzie (Eds.), The city ( Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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More Burgess

Burgess Model of 
Chicago, Used by 
Shaw & McKay, 
1930s
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Three urban models 
that explain different 
aspects of urban 
activity and land use

Harris, C. D., & Ullman, E. L. 
(1945). The nature of 
cities. The Annals of the 
American Academy of 
Political and Social 
Science, 242(1), 7-17.
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URBAN  REVITALIZATION   ARRIVES !
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Crime & arrest consequences
1. Difficult to control underage drinking in large drinking zones
2. Police cannot easily isolate a troublemaker in drinking zone crowds
3. More tolerance, less chance of arrest in drinking zone
4. Increases in outdoor crime and disorder in & near drinking zones
5. Middle-class crimes not assigned to middle-class areas
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A good deal of binge drinking

• Often among middle-class youths
• A lot of money made
• The city depends on its drinking industry 
• Drinking industry gains even more political power as its share of the 

economy rises
• Regulatory authorities lose power
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Socioeconomic consequences

1. Under-reporting of offending by suburban & middle-class people
2. Low-income areas look worse because they have more drinking 

establishments near-by
3. Underestimation of entertainment aspect of central city crime and 

misallocation of crime “credit” to the poor
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Fractal growth of entertainment system

Entertainment sliver

 Entertainment corner

 Entertainment string

 Entertainment zone
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Shape of drinking zone important

• Linear and concentrated pubs enable pub crawling 
• Increases drinking, especially on streets
• More control problems
• Good news: 

Liquor control policies, zoning, planning can reduce crime

• We know what to do. The problem is political.
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Think of SES in land use terms

• If you have more money, you can purchase safer locations to reside
• You can also shift your bad behavior elsewhere
• You can probably avoid arrest
• And make sure bad behavior by others is not on your doorstep
• Your neighborhood - looks good
• Other side of the track - looks ba
• DH-NIMBY – Drink heavy, but not in my back yard
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